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"Take a chance on me" Indelicato moves

free hour again
By
Brent F. Rossi

Swim Coach Joe Yeskewicz looks on as Sharon Wa/eik of the Bridgewater State College Water Polo Club picks the winner of their 50150
raffle. Pam Dunbury was this year's winner of $45.

would be cancelled, and that the
"number of students affected
isn't significant if you look at the
President Gerard Indelicato whole."
has again announced a change in
Indelicato said that he wilJ
the schedule for free hour. It had work with the Registrar's Office
beeri rescheduled from Tuesdays over the summer to change the
and Thursdays at 11 a.m. to Fri- free hour to a yet more convedays at 3 p.m.
nient time. He is now considerIt was brought to Indelicato 's ing Wednesdays at 2 p.m. for the.
attention that participation in Fall, 1987 semester. This would
clubs and organizations on cam- increase the length of classes in
pus would decline greatly, as this time slot on Mondays and
most commuters are gone by 3 Fridays.
p.m., and many resident stu- ·
Free hour was moved from
dents go home for the weekend. Tuesday mornings because two
Indelicato has now moved free independent studies cited the
hour from Friday afternoons to ·underutilizatio n of available
Thursdays at 3:00.
space. Before he could ask the
He said that this short term state for more buildings, Jndelimove "wouldn't affect the sche- cato said he had to use what he
dule too much. Only 22 sections has efficiently. He said that oneare affected ... and these are thirteenth of the class time each
seminars and activity classes.,, ·week is being taken up by free
tte saia

n1a\..

noµc .01.. Jhcse

hour.

Chorale Society to. hold Ch.ristmas concert
By
Heather Eggert
Years ago, there was the tradition at BSC of students going
caroling around the campus and
musically celebrating the coming
oi the holidays. With all the
changes that this school has
und~rgone in the past hundred
years, it. seemed as if that tradition has .been lost.
Slowly but surely, some people have begun, with the help
from the Chorale Society, to try
to bring the traditiori back by
presenting an evening of festivi-

ties including a Christmas. Concert on Friday, December 5th. A
pre-performanc e recep~ion at
Tillinghast Hall will be offered at
6:30 p.m. and refreshments will
be served. At 7:30, there will be a
tree lighting ceremony and caroling on the Quad, followed by a
candlel~t procession to Horace
Mann Auditorium for an evening of holiday music, and a
punch reception following.
This Christmas,' the Chorale
and Chainber Singers have
worked very hard for this concert and are proud to be a part of
this rekindling of old traditions.

Fiore speaks at first
Presidential Lecture
By
F. Scott Longo

dential Lecture Series, held
on Nov. 19. The lecture series
gives faculty members the
Did you know that Bridge- opportunity to present their
water Normal School's. first personal academic interests to
principal, Nicholas Tillingh- the college community.
ast, taught both Ulysses S.
This lecture was titled
Grant and Robert E. Lee at "From These Beginnings: The
West Point?
Formative Years of the
Or that graduates of Bridgewater Experiment."
Bridgewater Normal School Dr. Fiore explained the politi'."
helped establish the U niver- · cal and social circumstances
sity of ·Illinois, N ortheas.tern in the establishment of a
University along with schools teachers college. He
in Japan and Mexico?
explained how unique· it was
These facts, and many to have a college established
more, were revealed by Dr. specifically for the training of
Jordan Fiore at the first Presi11 Cont. p. 2

The Chorale program consists
ofa variety of musical selections.
From Rachmaninoff 's "Ave
Maria" to "Fantasia On Christmas Carols" by Ralph Vaughan
Williams to "My Lord What A
Mornin' ", a spiritual by Harry
f. Burleigh.
.
The Chorale has been practicing especially hard on their
major work, "To Us A Child Is
Born'~, cantata No.
142 by
Johann Sebastian Bach. They
are very proud of the outcome
and are looking forward to sharing it in their upcoming concert.
Also, the audience will be invited

to sing along with the chorus in a
few traditional Christmas carols
during the concert.
The Chamber Singers will be
presenting some beautiful
Christmas music including
"How Unto Bethleham", a traditional Italian piece with translation by Robert Shaw and "Ding
Dong! Merrily on High", a
French holiday tune. Also," Ave
Maria", by Jean Movton will be
sung by the Chamber. As well as
these seasonal selections, the
Chamber Singers will be giving a
special preview of some of the
songs that will be sung on their

upcoming t~ur of Austria, Hungary and Romania, which will be
happening in the Spring. These
will include madrigals by various
cemposers, such as Thomas
Morely, John Dowland and
Countess Ada De Lachau.
We hope you will be abJe to
share in this rejuvination ·of the
Christmas Spirit at Bridgewater
State College by joining us in an
evening of celebration, tradition
and music on Friday, December
5th at the Horace Mann
Auditorium.

Fun and conversation with
WBCN's Charles Laquid ra
By
.
Brent F. Rossi

Charles Laquidara, morning
radio personality (he.hates to be
called a "disc jockey'') for
WBCN-FM, packed 'em in at
the Student Union Ballroom on
Monday, Nov. 24.
1
You really had to be there to
get the feel of what Charles Laquidara is like. Listening to the
crowd, you would have thought
that he was a Club Soda performer. Laughter could be heard
throughout the entire two hours.
Before coming onstage, a tape
was played with clips from ·his

' morning show on the · popular
Boston station. Then Laquidara
quietly walked up the side of the
ballroom .and began ·in a very
unusual way:
"Before 1.begin,"said Laquidara, "would it be too much.trouble if everyone kinda moved
forward?"
So everyone slid their chairs to·
the front of the room; the front
row. was only two feet from the
stage.
It's very difficult to report
about his talk. Laquidara began
by speaking about his car, a late
model BMW with .a phone in. it
(he was·. heard calling the school

before the show asking for directions). From there, his topics of
conversation went every which
way in no particular order.
He spoke about the relation. ship between himself and management at the station.
"I can do anything I want,"
said Laquidara .• ' 4They ·pretty
much give
free reign. n
One thing that makes Laquidara unique is his determination
to fight for the common man.
Through the character of Geraldo Laquidara, he' telephones
various ·people and agencies to
try to cut through bureaucracy,
1111 Cont. p. 2
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Fiore speaks on the history of BSC

teachers. It took the hard
work and political influence
of people such as John
Quincy Adams and U.S.
Senator Daniel Webster.
In l 838 the state legislature
agreed to the establishment of
"normal schools" as a three
year experiment. The three
schools were opened in Lex-

ington (later moved to Framingham), Barre (moved to
Westfield), and Bridgewater.
The result of ·this experiment is Bridgewater State
College, which is located only
I 00 yards from the original
one room "normal school."
Dr. Fiore truly moved the
I 00 or so faculty, students,
and administrators that

attended the lecture.
Dr. Fiore feels that Bridgewater State can be the best
state college in the country.
He cited the fact that "every
major teaching college in the
Middle West and the Northwest Territories had Bridgewater graduates on their
faculties."
Dr. Indelicato, who insti-

tuted the Presidential Lecture
Series, was pleased to have
Dr. Fiore speak.
"When we talk about the
pride and tradition at Bridgewater," said Indelicato, "Dr.
Fiore is the example."
Dr. Fiore is a graduate of
Bridgewater State, Class of
1940. He recieved his Master's
and Doctorate from Boston

University after serving in
World War II.
Fiore came back to Bridgewater in 1957 as a professor of
history and has become one of
the most respected faculty
members on campus. In the
half century he has been at
Bridgewater, Fiore has
become the foremost authority on BSC history.

Apple sponsor s comp comp

WBCN's Charles Laquidara

Laquidara
111

Cont. from p. 1

but as Laquidara admits himself
..he never wins."
Laquidara also goes after
bigger problems. A few weeks
ago, he continually informed his
listeners of Judge Paul Heffernan, who alledgedly told a
women not to bother the court
with complaints against her husband. Later, the woman was
band. Laquidara was outraged
and let his listeners know it. He
feels that it is his priveledge to do
this.
"I have 100-,000 watts behind
me. Why not?"
Laquidara never planned to
be a radio personality. He was
attending Rhode Island School
of Design, but decided that art
just wasn~t his thing. He's held
many different jobs, including
being a delivery boy, working in
a delicatessen and as a short
order cook, and just before
going on the air, as a construction worker. The most important thing, he said,. is '~to get your
foot in the door. .. work as an
intern, get coffee for the people
on the air, write memos, work
the Listener Line... "
He was asked if he is sick of
the new Springsteen album yet.
"No,I'm glad he came out with it
because rm sick of the old
albums," he said kiddingly. "I
love what he stands for. One of
the hardest thfogs fora rockstar
to do is to make political statements, because no one really
gives a sh--."
Laquidara warne9 the crowd
on the dangers of crack, the newest. drug to hit the streets. He
talked from experience •. Before
he cleaned himself up, he did
cocaine heavily. Now he is on an
anti-drug campaign; "It's the
only .thing Reagan and I agree
·on."
It was a fun nigtit for all. And
if the creek don't rise, if the good
Lord's willing, and if no one .
presses that little red button,
Charles. will dq it ·all again
tomorrow morning on the Big
Mattress on 104 FM, WBCN.

CU PER TINO, California
November 4--Apple Computer
today invited students, faculty
and staff affiliated with colleges
and universities throughout the
United States to compete for
:Apple's Wheels for the Mind
awards and $50,000 worth of
prize money.
The awards seek to honor
individuals associated with institutions of higher education who
have developed outstanding
educational applications that
run on .Apple computers and
that are currently in use in at
least one school.
"The excellent and innovative
applications currently available
to colleges and universities are
the result of the work of dedicated individuals--most of
whom spend their personal time
on these projects," said Bud Colligan, Appl1.e 1s manager of higher
education marketing. "These

individuals share with Apple a
commitment to supply the academic community with products
and course materials that specifically address the needs of higher
education. The Wheels for the
Mind awards are Apple's way of
demonstrating our appreciation
for these individuals and their
dedication to producing products that make a difference in
teaching and learning."
Entries will be accepted in the
following categories:
o In Class Instruction: Applications associa.ted with demonstration and presentation materials,
such as demonstrations, simulations, and monitoring, used by
an instructor in a classroom.
o Teaching Tools: Applications
used outside the classroom, but
associated with a specific course.
Entries can include applications
such as tutorials, programming
aids, simulations, lab and data

analysis.
CJ Study /Research Tools: Application tools for helping students,
faculty or staff in areas not associated with a specific course--for
example, library searches, word
processing, productivity,
spreadsheets, desktop communications, desktop publishing, and
networking.
o Development Tools: Applications that support the development of courseware and other
educational tools. Examples
include authoring tools, expert
systems and presentation aids.
Entries must be received by
February 28, 1987. Winners will
be announced and honored at
the Apple University Consortium (AUC) meeting to be held
in the San Francisco Bay Area in
June where $20,000 will be
a warded to the grand prize
winner and $7 ,500 each will go to
the four runners-up. The AUC is

partnership that bri:"gs
together 32 leading universities
for the purpose of exploring
innovative uses for the Macintosh computer, to develop courseware, to share information
with each other and to act as a
higher education advisory council to Apple.
The panel of judges will
include three ·faculty members,
two individuals from campus
computing services, and one student. Bill Atkinson will represent Apple Computer on the
panel. Atkinson developed the
QuickDra w graphics routines
used in the Macintosh computer
and is the author of MacPaint.
For official submission form
and guidelines write to:
"Wheels for the Mind Awards"
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue MS 23-E
Cupertino, CA 95014
a

Senm Kerry defen s fe eral financial ai programs
Senator John Kerry
Secretary of Education William
J. Bennett calling for major
changes in the nation's student
financial aid programs, including the elimination of government subsidies of interest rates
on student loans.
"What Mr. Bennett has
offered is neither constructive
nor thoughtful," said · Kerry.
"There is considerable debate
over whether the program that
Mr. Bennett talks about would
result in any savings to the fed..;
eral government. There have
been estimates that a program
like hfs might cost the treasury
upwards of $5 billion. We should
be studying the issue, not proposing programs pased on
unproven assumptions."
Kerry noted that a reduced
federal commitment to educa-

ti on is sho~t-sigli~ed and ill-

speak o~t .to reassure. both stu- .aid p:ograms."

by foreign nations on American
economic competitiveness.
"If the United States hopes to
remain competitive in the world
marketplace, we must make
every effort to provide the educational excellence and opportunity needed to ensure that
competitive edge," warned
Kerry. "Mr. Bennett's propos;;i.l
would erode our competitive
position, not enhance it."
Kerry predicted Congress will
reject Bennett's propoasl. "This
is not the time to imperil our
future by embracing risky,
unlikely schemes,.,, said Kerry.
"Congress will reject, once
again, this attempt to reduce
assistance to students who must
receive some help in order to
attend college."
"I think it ·is important to

little possibility that Congress
will act on any of the Secretary's
proposals and that they should
not fear his attempts to endanger
the:ir educational futures," said
Kerry. "It is my expectation that
this Congress will continue to
make the proper investments in
our students by appropriating
adequate funding for our federal

that the key to a bright future for
America with opportunity for all
our people is the availability and
quality of our educational systern. Once again he has squandered his opportunity to provide
vitally needed leadership with an
e x t r av a g ant id e o 1o g i ca 1
· harangue."

Make money at home writing short fillers
Become a professional writer! Magazines will pay you big
money for fillers-simple sentences and paragraphs.Ten lesson
course teaches how. Reveals all the professional guidance,
market directories and 'inside secrets' to start you making
money by mail. You .get writing assignments ... criticism of your
work. . .lists of magazines and the rates they pay! You begin·
getting checks in your mail-before you complete lesson 3!

No. 711 Writing Course
KOM ENTERPRISES

3364 N. BELSAY DEPT. llOA

$9.95,
FLINT.i MI 48506

Grand
Opening

.,

yslc~I

Develo
Cllnlc
Spring, 1987 Semester
Dead//ne For Applications

December 19, 1986
Applications can be obtained from Dr. Huber's
office, Room 103 Kelly Gymnasium

·TAJ MAHAL

RESTAURAN T

987 Main Street
Brockton, Massachusetts:
Phone 580-9881

Fine lndlan Cuisine
200/o discount for students with a valld
Bridgewater State· College l.D.
Lunches start at $2.95 Dinners start at $5.95
Open 7 days a week 11:00 ·a.m. - 11:00 P..m.
Offer expires· December 31, 1986
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Hear Ye' hear Ye' Lifers want to live and let live
PIease
• • •

Let's get one thing clear. The changes enacted by BS C's
bold new president Gerard Indelicato have been, and hopefully will continue to be, made in the best interest of the
college.
For instance, having a state-run, state-funded day care
center at the Burnell School, rather than a privatelyoperated, student-subsidized center in the cellar of Tillinghast Hall, makes sense. The existing center is good, no doubt.
Good people work there. But, at a state-funded· center good
people can work with better facilities. Some have suggested
that the staff of the current center be transferred to the new
center at the Burrill A venue location. But, as the president
has explained, that is not in accordance with state hiring
guidelines.
Next came the controversial decision to change the free
hour, from Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11 :00 a.m., to Fridays
at 3:00 p.m. After meeting with considerable student opposition, the president rescheduled free hour to Thursdays at

3:00.
The president said this was part of an effort to spread the
schedule more evenly over the week, to take some of the
burden off Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. He said it
will allow for an additional class to be scheduled on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. One more class period may not seem significant, but it is, when it is multiplied by the number of classrooms on the campus.
During the past few weeks, a new controversy has sprung
from the office of the president. Indelicato announced that
faculty members would no longer be granted release time to
coach athletic teams. This led to rumors and a "not entirely
factual" story in The Enterprise 'llVhich implied that head

football coacil.'~Petet Mazzaferro and swimming coach
Joseph Yeskewicz had been fil'.'ed~
· lnd~lic~to said neither man had been fired. He said he
needed fo get these and other faculty members back in the.
classroom, before he could submit to the state that there is a
lack of teachers at BSC.
Whether or not Mazzaferro has been fired is a subject for
deb&te. Indelicato said he was not fired, but the fact remains
that he is no longer the coach. This week, the president
announced that the football coaching job will become a
fulltime administrative position. The position has been
advertised. In short, they are looking for a coach.
Indelicato said Mazzaferro has been encouraged to apply.
Members of the football team will serve on the screening
committee. If he applies and is offered the position, Mazzaferro will be forced to make a career decision. He can not hold
a fulltime administrative position while remaining on the
faculty. This may not apply to Y eskewicz, because ·the swimming position will be part-time.
This situation and the speculation it has caused has distracted from the more important issue. If, as Indelicato
claims, getting these faculty members back into the classroom is necessary to demonstrate to the state the need for
more teachers here, then it must be done. It may be a step in
reducing the student-teacher ratio on this campus. And ·that
is the bottom line.
In all three of these issues, Indelicato has seemingly acted
with the best interest of the school in mind. But that does
mean he is above reproach.
Following each of the decisions described above, those
parties affected voiced similar complaints. Day care center
personnel, students and clubs, and the coaches said they were
not were not consulted early enough in the decision making
process.
.
To his credit, the president was flexible concerning free
hour. B.ut the process was completed backward. The decision
was basically made, students complained and were consulted.
Then the adjustment was made. In the future, those affected
should have more opportunity t9 provide input throughout
the procedure.
.
.
Change will be inevitable as this college grows and div.ersifies. It will benefit the college to .have a strong leader when the
time comes to make decisions, some of which will be unpopular. But this leader's strength must be tempered by the realization that change will be facilitated by early, honest, and open
communication ...

Students for Life is a
group which was founded by
a very dedicated yound lady,
Barbara Dillion. It's purpose is to provide understanding of fetal development
and to defend the cause of
the unborn, who can't speak
or themselves. Our group is
open to all, and is not affiliated with any particular
religion. While our purpose
is to educate, we don't use
high pressure tactics; we
simply provide scientific
facts and express our views.
We respect the people with
whom we come into contact,
and we expect the same in
return.
Unfortunately, we haven't
been treated in kind. At our
first meeting, we were
heckled for 45 minutes by
pro-abortionist who

accused us of wanting to
infringe on others' rights.
According to them, ·we
were ignorant of the law,
trying to violate the Constitution, relying on "high
pressure tactics" and were
supported by a "right wing
neo..Nazi fanatic" (in English, he is known as the Surgeon General of the United
States). Quite an accomplishment for a group that
didn't even exist yet. They
finally went away and let us
conduct our meeting.
Every time we hang posters up, which are meant for
the benefit of all at BSC,
They are torn down or
defaced by "pro-choice..
individuals. A title I find
misleading, since the only
"choice" I've ever heard
them support is abortion. It

is discouraging and hurtful
to see signs vandalised, that
I stayed up making until one
o'clock in the morning. It
isn't, however, going to stop
our organization from meeting or interacting with the
BSC community.
It is both narrow-minded
and immature for those who
feel threatened by our existence to react the way they
do. It certainly is no credit to
the women's movement.
l hope that in the future,
the pro-abortionists (let's
callaspadeaspade)o ncampus will show the same
respect for divergent opinions that Students For Life
is trying to show them.
Thank you,
Paula M. Satinoff

Drug testing unconstitutional
By
Patrick Walsh

rants. A random drug test given

Some have called it the most
controversial issue of the eighties. Others have called it a major
ubus1: of

pow~I"

ance that prevents abuses by
those in power by stating clearly
without reason. An executive what rules one must live under
order stating that all federal while also stating what rights
employees are to be subject to and freedoms each individual
random mandatory drug testing possesses to protect himself.

to an individual, is a test given

by u '"on:s..:rvu.\.i.vc

administration. Some have
feared. it, while others have
hacked it wholeheartedly. Mandatory drug testing in the corporate and federal workplace has
brought a new debate onto the
·scene of American life. This issue
has divided political parties,
journalists, and families themselves, but to many, it is not a
two sided issue.
On Wednesday, November
12, U.S. District Judge Robert
Collins ruled that mandatory
drug testing of Customs·Service
Employees violated individual's
Fourth Amendment Rights and
should be halted. The ruling was
in answer to a law suit filed in
August by the National Treasury
Employees Union which represents Custom Service workers.
The testing program began in the
summer under the direction of
Customs Service Commissioner
William Von Raab. The testing
began on a limited basis but was
opposed by employees who felt
there was· no recognized drug
problem in the workplace. This
position w,as agreed to by Judge
Collins who felt the drug testing
was an act of illegal search and
seizure.
Calling for a "drug free federal
workplace," President Reagan
issued an executive order declaring mandatory drug testing for
all federal employees. At what
cost will this society recieve a
drug free workplace? The
Fourth Amendment discusses
"the right of the people .to be
secure in their persons, houses,
·. papers, and effects against
unreasonable searches and ·seizures." The ammendment goes on
to give issuance of general war-

\t;

i;).fi\1\0}$0Ul5 \.0 \.UC -ll5"o;>UC).1.l\;I;

I.>\ i.\

general warrant. The unconsti·
tutional basis of these a~t:ions is
obvious. Are the possible benefits worth the undermining of our
Constitutional rights?
There is no denying the
national drug problem~ but there
are other ways of com bating it
other than· throwing away personal freedom and security. The
writers of the Constitution of the
United States set up a delicate
balance. It is a balance that our
country is based on. It is a bal-

- \ )U';;>

Uu\c:\ll\;,l:C

chipped

\;'<UU\U\

\)\;;

':>\V"'.'/l;)'

away and· still · be

e~pectc:!d

to hold up.
The · Constitution· must be
upheld. Evidence of drug abuse
or reasonable cause to suspect
someone, should be a prerequisite to a drug test. If an individual is allowing outside influences
to affect his job, then and only
then should his private life come
under scrutiny. One's Fourth
Ammendment rights cannot be
ignored; this is after all, a
democracy.
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By
Lisa Hanson

Strider,-from the Theatre Sans Fil'ssta ge adaptio n of Tolkien 's trilogy
The Lord of Rings, -Which played at the Shuber t Theatre.

l:iy
David Borawsk i

The Student Union Art
Gallery of Bridgewa ter State
College is .. pleased to announce
an exhibitio n .of sculptur al
installati ons .by . Connect icut·
artist David .. Borawski, titled
"Installa tions/ Sculptur es.'' The
exhibitio n will begin on Monday, Decembe r 8, and will end
Wednesday,~ anuary 7 .There
will be an opening receptfon for
.the artist on Wednes day,
Decembe r IO, 4:30pm: to 5:30
pm. The public is welcome.
David Borawsk i lives and
maintain s a sfodio in Hartford ,
Connecticut. He has had oneperson shows at the McKillop
Gallery, Salve Regina College in

on

Rhode Island, in 1985 and at the a given space, which emphasiz es
Universi ty of Massach usetts surface texture and color. The
Medical· Center Gallery in W or- materials are usually not altered
cester in 1984. He has .been or attached, but are held in place
included in group and ju~ied by weight and positioni ng. The
shows at the Museum o~ the primal geometri c forms I use in
Hudson Highlands, Comwall - combina tion and repetitio n proon-Huds on, New York, J984; voke images of political confronGallery .57, ·Cambridge,· Mass.,. tations and religious. sites. The
1984; Boston Arts Festival; Bos- ephemer al character istic of these
totl, Mass., 1985; and at the installati on/ sculpture s· is reinOxford Center of Fine Arts, forced by the use of multiple
Oxford, Mass., 1984.
compone nt parts .which influBorawsk i writes about his ence major and minor changes
work: .• '~The . majority of my . from the studio to the
gallery.
recent work, which I refer to as This metamor phosis keeps the
installati on/ sculptures, involve work expandin g and growing for
material arrangem ents and con- the periods of time that ii:ex_ists."
struction s, as site-specific and
Gallery Hours: Monday site-adap ted installations. Natu- Friday, 10 am-3 pm, Mondayral and synthetic materials are Thursday Evenings, 6 pm-8 pm.
juxtapos ed ~nd arranged within

The rain that fell on the line of
people stretched .out across the
borders of the. Metro Thursday
night did nothing to dampen
their thick anticipat ion of the
performa nce to follow~ · ·
To. see the guitar giant, . Eric
Clapton, bring his works,. new
and old, to the 1,500 capacity
Metro, was to view the unimaginable. Clapton seemed vibrant
and relaxed from the first notes
of "Crossro ads," having earlier
recovered at New England Med-

out. It gave a brief outline of
Frodo and his compani ons trek
through the valley of Mordor;
their fight against Sauron who

It was a play to see.. T.
adaptatio n was a fair adaptatio n
of the book, The Lord of the
Rings by Tolkien.

Mo tor hea d
Forefathers of speed meta l
By Bob Lang

Motorhe ad has just finished
it's tenth year in existence. In
native England, Motorhe ad is a
bonafide heavy metal institution, topping the charts andselling out arenas. But in America ,
popularit y still remains on the
cult level. For those who believe
in Motorhe ad's LOUD metal,
. though, 198()'s Orgasma ti'on
onslaugh t is still the show that.
packs. the .clubs across the
country.
The current line up features
Phil Campbel l and ... "Werzel"
paired on guitars•. Pete Gill on
drums and the demi-god Ian
"Lemmy " Kilminst er on bass
ical Center from kidney trouble. White Band) into view.
The tiny stage provided Eric the
The Boston crowd was treated and vocals. Although Lemmy is
opportun ity to maintain the in th to first time live performa nces consider ed the leader and
mate rapport with his audience from the new. August LP· mate- founder ofMotor head, he insists
that surely was a part ()fhis early rial. Standout s included the on_havin g all members · present
stage shows. Greg Philanga nes staunch...voic~d "'It's In The Way during interviews and d.oesn't
backed Clapton on keyboard s, That You Use It," the more enjoy having the bu1k of all quesand added ·quality vocais·as well urbane "Tearing Us Apart," and tions directed at him.
' On .to more serious maters.
as challengi ng solos to contrast the tradition ally bluesed "Miss
Such as the mystery concernin g
Clapton' s sliding· .guitar · licks. You." While the audience
Motorhe ad's fanatical . Limey
Nathan East's funky bass throbs. became a test Jab for energetic .
following that results in number
matched. former band member new material, Clapton' s enthusi- one
singles and sold out shows at'
''Duck'' Dun's· enthusias m. Slo- · asm for his old classics was
. the Hammer smith Odeon(c heck
whand's version of Bob Marley's reborn. He unleashe d ferocious
out their classic set entitled No
''I Shot the Sherifr' brought the wah-wah pedal drones throughSleep 'TU Hammersmith). On
•reggae spins of drummer Steve· out "Whitero om," saving his
this side of the ocean, airplay is
Ferrone (from the. Average ..
II Cont. p. 5
virtually non-exi stent and,

Clapton mesmerizes Metro.
By
Scott D. MacDon ald

sought control of the ring in Frodo's possesion and the struggle
against the evil powers of the
Three Rings for Elven-kin g
ring· itself. Frodo must destroy
Seven for the Dwarf-L ords
Mord or to save the peace of their
Nine for the Mortal Men
world.
Doorned to Die
All the character s were lifeOne for the Dark Lord
size · puppets , which were
One Ring to Rule Them All
manned by one to five puppetIn the Land of Mordor
eers. In the beginnin g, these pupWhere the Shadow lie.
peteers were quite noticable , but
by the end of the play they disapThe stage adaptati on of peared into the backgrou nd.
J.R.R. Tolkien's novel, The
There was not much in the
Lord of the Rings, was per- way of scenery. There was
formed at the Shubert Theatre enough to show where they were.
by the Theatre Sans Fil Com- It lent itself to enhancin g the
pany. The Theatre, Sans Fil, story rather than overpow ering
combines puppetee r, actors, anc' it. Each scene .was played out on
actresses to give an outstand ing a dimly lit stage (mostly to disperforma nce to delight all peo- guise the puppetee rs). The darple. The Theatre San Fil makes kened stage made the play more
the story come to life by using believable. It gave the image of
puppets. It made the story flow. evil lurking in the backgrou nd
The play, The Lord of the waiting to pounce on the sweet
Rings, for any Tolkien fan might and innocent hobbits as they
leave somethin g to be desired. ventured on their trek to Doom
Converti ng the book into the Mountai n.
short two hour play was done as
In one scene the puppets,
well as could be expected . Mosr which represen te the evil Ores,
of the story was covered in the entered from the audience . It
play. Although there was a lot of was quite a humorou s effect. All
jumping around in the story line. sound effects and voices had
It did seem to flow well. With the been pre-recor ded. The only evihelp of the narration of Frodo's dence of this was when the

although they invariabl y play to
full houses, it is only in clubs.
This, band members agree, is
the result of eleven years of roadwork in Great Britian as com...
pared to only three in the United
States. Adds Pete Gill, "We can
do the twelve major arenas in
England in a span of three
·weeks._ On the other hand, we
could spend the same three
weeks just covering the state of
Texas. There are a lot of things
involved when it comes down to
touring America , and our record
company couldn't always handle
it".
Nevertheless, every musician
who had ever participa ted in
Motorhe ad experien ce joined
forces for a Tenth AniveI'sary
show at the Hammer smith
Odeon in a move somewha t similar to what Thin Lizzy did after:
Phil Lynott announc ed their
. breakup. Speaking of Phil (rest
his Soul), Lemmy recalls one
night when Lynott came onstage
to jam with Motorhe ad. "Yeah,
he played with us, ·not that he
knew what the (expletiv e) he was
doing After the laughter dies
down, Kilminst er concedes ,"at
least he was plugged in".
The final addition came in the
0

•
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wa it should be

By David S puria
The debut album by Bruce
Hornsby and the Range has
enough relevant music to fill
three or four albmn sides.
Hornsby and his band hail from
the rural sections of ''Virginia
where the living is a struggle and
the working man is king. The
album "The Way It Is" captures
this working spirit and the careful optimism in Bruce Hcmsby's
pen. Careful but stubborn
optimism. The struggles here can
be seen by many who work hard,
love hard, and seek for a better
future. The words and music
create a mutual existence where
one never strays far from the
other. Hornsby is best as a
Romantacist towards women
~nd the countryside like in the

.:racks "Every Little Kiss" and
'On the Western Skyline".
Hornsby pokes at the keys of his
piano during the introduction to
·'The Way It Is" with a classical
feel which makes the lyrical context of the song mean so much
more. "Down the Road
Tonight" has Huey Lewis singing back up, and the Range providing country-like rythyms to
support a simple but meaningful
chant down the road ...The Long
Race" can be interpreted in
many ways by many different
people. It~s meaning is broad and
boundless, leading to the conclusion that Hornsby writes for
Americans rather than just for
himself. The music is crafted
under careful strutiny' but still

Album number seven from
Orchestral Manoeuveres in the
Dark is an effort that still suggests a statement and a feeling
that says "'We're OMD and we
wal}t to write songs the way we
think 'suits our tastes." This
effort is basically pop oriented·,
but the title track, "The Pacific
Age" and the following cut of
side one, ••The Dead Girls" are
fine epitomes of the Orchestral
part of the b~nd's name. Novice

nal. Each melody provides a pictorial backdrop for the lyricai
outpourings which jar the listeners mind. Bruce Hornsby is a
passionate, romantic, honest
and optimistic American songwriter. His band almost catches
you off guard with their precision playing and careful instrumentation.
I'm sure the big
thing this winter will be the
release of Springsteens's fifth
record set. But after you've
heard "Born to Run•• for the 50th
time, why don't you run down to
your favorite record store, and
ask for Bruce Hornsby and The
Range. Besides, Virginia isn't far
from New Jersey and good
American music is appreciated
no matter what state you're
from.

g

sal Wheel), .. "Goddess of Love" ·song that takes an ALPHAand "We Love You" are the toe VILLE flair and flamboyancy.
tapper specials. The best produc- The song is somewhat pompous
tion work on the album is a stiff. in describing a stud and, (the lyrdriving and throbbing instru- ical line), "All the people I've
mental "Southern." The song known." The stud actually cares
features excerpts from various about all the lovers he has met.
"Shame·~ is a pop song that Tears
For Fears would envy. On side

OMD has gone from the
obscure/cult to the
semi-mainstream.

A South African band
warmed up before Peter
: Gabriel. They were relentless, down to earth and very
' energenic. Their relentlessness was witnessed by no
slow carribean rhythm-like
·songs, all the songs were uni·que demonstrations of their
music expertise. The group
was down to earth because
.they wanted the audience to
take part in their tunes even
though they was a language
barrier. Energy was shown
through the percussionists
and the two girls who were
barefoot dancing with a
wrath and vengance.
When they went out, the
cigarette lighters came out
and signified something
wicked. The music soundtrack that was playing when
the lights were on, was so
radical and so underground
that I wish I had a copy of it.
That stuff made most of the
audience leave their seats.
As soon as Peter Gabriel
went on, on one was sure
1

j

two "Flame of Hope" is an outstanding song that is short and
concise but in its briefness it is

speeches from the late M a.r t"tn ness of being sl.ng\e
, .B?~#fC()&'.}"d~''''a"jh"t>flf:ci,Ji .a

ot·· t:Jrn
understanding of ·their past tainly suits the changing sound
of the eighties.
albums will be crystal clear.,
This decade so far has seen
Clarity in production work is
obvious for any avid fan. Steve some change in music and there
Hague who also produced their is more alternative sound and
last year's album Crush, main- radical sound brewing in the
tains a good transition from that cauldrons of legal contracts.
year to this year. This year's con-· . OMD has gone from the obstender The Pacific Age has.three cure/ cult status to the semistro11g and dancey cuts. "Stay mainstream. "(Forever) Live
(The Black Rose and the Univer- and Die" a medium paced pop
1

is

\s creat.ed b-y

eMl (Coh1puter.: ,.

!:~~lflFen9 ·key~Gilt;'.~~¢ i£~~ti(. ~-

,. highlighting· th~, ·vital. lyrics. Th~
Pacific Age is complete with a·
tribute song to a defunct Manchester, England group Joy Division. "Watch Us Fall" closes out·
the seventh album with a reflection on the other songs by putting the bass guitar near the
dominate edge. OMD will offer
something great next time
around.

Motorhaad-speed metal
• Cont. from p. 4 ·

form of skin-basler Pete Gill. He
was fresh off a stint with fellow
English metalists Saxon. Of his
days with Saxon, Gill dryly
remarks, "I still stay in touch
with. them through my lawyers.
There is b.ad .blood between us,
to say the least Especially with
·Biff (Byford; lead vocalist), he
should go solo so no one would
have to bother with.him. I don't
care if this looks like a rib on
him', because they owe me a lot
of m_ oney. They'reg.oingtocourt
on fraud charges invo.Iving royal tie~, etc., which could result in
prison sentences;"
One reason for other outfits'
reluctance in employing . the
· Motorhead gents as an opening
act could lie in the sheer volume
of their performance. Once registered in concert at I 26 decibels;
it's quite possible that they are
the loudest band in the world.
The Motorhead "make the hair
stand up· on the back of your
neckn philosophy, is explained
by Werzel. "We don't claim to be
the loudest, butl'll have to admit

By
Stephen U nis

truly emotional; a melodrama
about a lonely person. The sadrl

5

Peter Ga·briel

OMO-The Pacific
By
Stephen Unis

The Comment

it does get pretty damn loud on what you like. I don't go home
stage." This prompts Lemmy to and listen to these new records
ask,"It's supposed to be way, and say, Christ, I've got to keep
how can you play that stuff up with this because I am the
~ quietly?"
.
.
fore father of speed metal:~.
. Orgasmatron is the current
The closing moments of the
line up's ·first complete album. conversation with Motorhead,
together. It is right in the classic revealed the following thoughts:
vein of Motorhead vinyl, with a - Werzel thinks the band has a
new twist. The title track almost great time playing with each
approaches the realm of a pro- other. (Numerous variations on
test song with little rips at such this. theme were also offered but
sacred institutions as religion. none are fit for publication~)
"A little rip?", exclaims Lemmy,
.. The band. realized that the
·
"I called it a sadistic, sacred
· ) Th ·
·
Channel was not the epitomy of
(expletive .
at's a whole tear
superstardom and broke into an
right there. I,. wrote the song
about the three organizations I impromptu version of "Who
·
Wants to be a Millionaire".
hate most, religion, politics and
- When asked for final works of
the army. ·An of them are selfperpetuating death machines."
wisdom, Pete quickly says, "Go
Motor head has constantly push off', Lemmy yells,· "Who
been compared to other similar loves Ya, Baby?" ·and Phil and
c
• · Werzel promise, "if you come
forms of loud, iast music, be 1L.
pun~ in the 70's or thrash in the and see us, you'll realize we're
the· best ·there is''.
80's. Counters Lemmy, ·"We
1don't profess to play in any cata·
Somehow, a Motorh.ead interview couldn't end in any other
gory. !don't care what people
compare .us. to, we play Motor"'.' way but in total chaos.
· head music .and you can call it

1111

Cont. from p. 4

crying wails for "Sa~e Old
Blues." The blended chording of
"Badge," with its distinct pause~
and anthem-like chorus wound
the· crowd into a frenzy. Followed by the cleansing "Let It

what would happen next.
"Salsberry Hill" was not
included in the set. The
songs all had a sort of meaning to them and unlike his
ex-counter-part, Phil Collins, Gabriel sought the diver~ion from the mainstream
and shocked all those who
aren't too familiar with all
his albums. Peter Gabriel
writes songs that have
serious meaning and only on
rare occasions he11 write a
love song, but not the kind
the general public is used to
hearing. He did a song that
he wrote and co-performed
for a Laurie Anderson
album and the audience got
confused somewhat when
Excellent Birds filled the
Centrum. Songs like The
Family And The Fishing
Net and Snapshot were performed by Gabriel, because
he wanted to make clear the
true meaning of these songs,
for his audience. Peter
Gabriel also talked to the
audience. which would have
!!lade some professional DJs
envious.

resounding cheer from hardcore
fans. "Layla" grew out from classical piano and guitar notes into
a unis~n first wave throughout
the club, featuring a machine
gun blast guitar solo that leveled
onlookers.
To emphasize the closeness of

Rain," Clapton showed that his the concert a.uarten;_- Clanton
v
-eiµphatiC!- vocals· can stlll com- smHed, asking if anyone .minded
bine effectiv~ly with stinging gui.. if he had a cigarette, to which no
t~r . ~:~tqs ••. Cel:ebrities that
included Bill Walton of the Celtics, and Peter Gabriel of Gene·
sis fame, mingled through the
packed floor of the Metro.
Meanwhile, Clapton playfully
strutted into the identifiable
groove of. "Cocaine,+• bringing a

one objected. Placing the lit
cigarette on the head of his
Fender, he reached back to his
Cream years with the encore
"Sunshine of Your Love" to
round out a night of magic.
Single column unboxed
Installation/ Sculptures

$8-15 per/hour
We can solve your financial dilemma, if you
can invest 20-30 hours per.week helping us run
our business. -flexible hours-will train. 12 positions available throughout the Southern Mass.
area.

For more Into., contact 583-1000

EARN
MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE

LOADERS&
UNLOADERS
$8~9/Hour

PART-TIME
EVENINGS&EARLY MORNING
HOURS
We offer steady employment,
paid vacations and health benefits. Interviews will he held every
!Monday lpm·4pm.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
:ZOO Oak Hi 11 Way.
Brnckton. Ma.
Eqwd Opportunity Employer FL-ma\1: Mal~ ~·t!tt•rnris

~
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collegiate camouflage
P E Y C S C I T S I

U G N I L

H C A R 0 MA T P B I 0 L 0 G
Y N A T 0 B U N A I WA P H Y
G A A C C T A S N 0 T S 0 S Y

.•···•························•·············•··················· ···•·················•·•••••.
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Free Ba II

.
~Hi-Top

of

Basketball Shoes

0 Y C M A W 0 G H I

E T A R L

.

: with thl• coupon

while auppllea ,.,,

1.ndoor Soccer Shoesl

or

N•"'satance

oec. 14 ·

Jf~6o.f-

with purchase

0 D G H A R S C I S Y H P M G
L S E E T Z A I S C 0 E 0 E 0

Now through

.

with this coupon :

•······••·············•····•····························•···•• ·•····•·········•···•······••
Minimum Purchase $29.99
limited Quantity

P G N I T N U 0 C C A C L T N
0 L A S M M L L L N C A L A 0
R 0 N T Y 0 E E A 0 WL I E I

Starting Nov. 28 thru Dec. 23rd

H C I R G C N A D A G S 0 H G

Extra
Christmas Hours
Open: Mon. thru Fri. 9 AM .. 9 PM
Sat. 9 AM - 5:30 PM
Sun. 12 • 5·:00 PM

T E F Y G 0 L 0 E G S Y MT I
N S U L U C L A C U R A S S L
A I L E R U T A R E T I L U E
P H C E E P S Y C H 0 L 0 G R
Can you find the hidden college courses?
ACCOUNTING
ANATOMY
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BIO-SCI
BOTANY
CALCULUS
CHEMISTRY
DANCE
ECONOMICS
FINANCE
GEOLOGY
mm IlORlf I. r ~.JWIJUll!. '~!-.01!~~,,
LAW

LINGUISTICS
LITERATURE
LOGIC
MATH
MUSIC
PHYSICS
PSYCHOLOGY
RELIGION
RUSSIAN
SPANISH
SPEECH
THEATRE
. ZOOLOGY

Y. 47 Broad St., (Rt. 18) Bridgewater Center
Open: Mon. Tues., Wed. & Sat. 9-5:30, Thurs. & Fri. 9.9

•

Tillinghast
BREAKFAST

M Cheese

Omelet

W.affles

T

W

X

F

Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/ Bacon

Cheese Omelet

Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Pancakes w/ Syrup

Cheese Omelet
Waffles

DINNER

LUNCH
Clam Chowder
Sliced Pastromi on a Bun
Baked Macaroni &·cheese
French Fries

Clam Chowder
Chicken . Nuggets
Meatball Sub
Onion Rings

.Chicken Rice Soup
Beef Stew ·
Chicken Fillet on a Bun
Shoestring Potatoes

Chicken Rice Soup
Breaded Veal Steak w/
Brown Sauce
Spaghetti ·& Meatsauce
Corn Chowder
Seafood Platter
V.. lb. Hamburgers wt
Bacon

Vegetable Soup
Pizza
Fish Square on a Bun
Cau Iiflower

Vegetable Soup
Dutch Fry %Ch i.c·ken
Meatloaf w/ Gravy
Mashed Potat9es

Clam Chowder
Tuna .Noodle . Casserole
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
French Fries

Clam Cnowder
·Stuffed Fillet of Sole
Lasagna w/ Meatsauce.
Onion Rings

Minestrone Soup
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Grilled Pepper Stea~
French Fri~s

Minestrone Soup·
Spaghetti w/ Meatsauce
Foot Long .Hot Dogs ~
Beans w/ Brown. Bread
'

Eggs to Order
Waffles
Sausages

w/ choice of sauces

Corn Chowder.
BBQ on a Bun
Turkey Tetrazzini
Potato Puffs

BRUNCH
Eggs to Order
French Toast

enu

· Beef Noodle Soup
Grilled Ham and Cheese
· Chicken Croquettes
Home Fries·

·.

Beef Noodle Soup
Roast Turkey w/
Dressing
StL;Jffed Shells
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Sports
BSC leads in
Smith Cup race
By
Mike Storey

With the fall sports season
now over, it's that time of year
when all MASCAC state colleges start tabulating the points
that each has earned through the
various sports they compete in
and see how they fared against
each other in the overall Smith
Cup standings.
Well to date, Bridgewater
State College, the defending·
Smith Cup winners, still have a
lock on first place with twentythree (23) points to lead Westfield State (20), Salem State ( 13)
and North Adams (12).
Of the fourteen sports that the
MASCAC colleges compete in,
BSC competes in thirteen with
eight coming during the fall sea-:
son. To attain points for the
Smith Cup, a team must finish
among the top three positions in
the conference, with first place
getting six points, and second
place four and third place two.

In the case of track and cross
country, there is a one day meet
with top finishers gaining 3-2-1
points.
Bridgewater had an outstanding fall as they were crowned
MASCAC Chapions in both
football and women's tennis
The Bears took ·second place in
field hockey, volleyball, and
men's cross country. Men's tennis took third place.
The Bears compete in the
MASCAC sports of men's and
women's basketball in the winter
and softball, baseball, and track
in the spring.
Director of Athletics Bo Ruggiero is very pleased with Bridgewater's early lead in the Smith
Cup standings. "Our programs
have progressed to an even
higher level than we anticipated.
If we continue this progression
,into the winter and spring sea.sons, and I think we will, the
Smith Cup should once again be
the property of Bridgewater

BSC All Conference selectlons for the New England Small College Water Polo
Conference; from .. I to r, Rich Faucher, Darryl Avlza, Scott Goodrich, Mike
Young.
·
Congratulations to the BSC Fall Intramural Champions
Flag Football---"Has Beens"
Floor Hockey---"K uks"
Volleyball (W omen)---''Off the Wall"
Volleyball (Men)---"Foreigner I"
Volleyball (Co-ed)---"Alabama Slammers"
Winter Intramural Schedules for Men's Basketball, Women's
Basketball, and Co-ed Soccer are now available at the Kelly
Gvm Lobby in the Intramural rack.

r

tlna\s

By
Bill Bilodeau

SSC guard John Diiiman sets to make a pa11
against Rhode Island College. photo by Deb.-a Wlllls
Personalized Duffie Bags
~

Rugged canvas bag is ideal for any
·..~.·.-. ;~-:-~.'~~
. . ·;student-from gra~e school to college.
··~
~,..
Perfect for carrymg books, sports·
,.
·· ··, wear, weekend gear... you name it.
Bag features a zippered top & white
straps and is available in 2 colors· red
and navy. Comes personalized with
your first name or initials.

·

. ::i

No. 383 Regular Bag: (9" x 16")
. $12.95
KDM ENTERPRISES
3364 N. BELSAY DEPT .110A
FLINT, Ml 48506

No. 384 large Bag (10" x 201i
.$14.95

BSC
runners
compete
in NCAA
By

Alright, so I'mjaded. I didn't see it coming but it happened. And
what's more, I'm not the only one. There are now thousands, maybe
millions, of us out there who feel thiS way.
I tuned in to a recent Celtics game against Chicago, and found
myself watching Michael Jordan. While there's nothing inherently
wrong with that, I noticed that my attention faded from the tube
whenever Jordan wasn't doing something spectacular. This disturbs m~. I wasn't at all interested in the outcome of the game. Nor
did I care about the game itself.
The truth is, I no longer care much about the regular season.
With the exception of the two annual games against the Lakers,
who are still the N .B.A.'s glamour team and the toughest test for the
Celts, I simply expect the Celtics' to win every game. Even the
nightly exploits of Larry Bird have become routine. There seems to
be no reason to watch the games anymore.
The N.B.A. is very high on itself right now, with it's high television ratings and expansion possibilities, so they most likely won't
be considering shortening the length of the season. But I can't help
wondering if other teams' fans are becoming as disinterested as
Bostons' fans.
On the semi-pro front, the division one colleges will be receiving
bowl bids this week. It's hard to realize how much money these
games generate. The four major bowls, Rose, Cot~on, Sugar, and
Fiesta, pay the competing schools over $12 million. And don't think
that they don't make back that money, and more.
If not for school loyalties, how could the Independance Bowl
have made money last year featuring Clemson, with a 6-5 record,
and Minnesota, also .6-5. These were Bowl teams! How does the
Independance Bowl committee justify inviting such mediocre teams
to it's game? To make matters worse, these were not uncommonly
bad teams to make bowl games last year. Witness USC's 6-5 record,
or that of Illinois, 6-4-1.
There are now 18 bowl games each year, so many that there are
not enough "bowl worthy" teams to compete in them.It seems not
that long ago that in order to play in a bowl game a team had to
have an e~ceptional record; 9-2, 10-1, 8-3 at the very least. The
problem isn't that there aren't enough good teams, but that there
are too many Bowl games. How many of us are really interested in
the All-American Bowl, Cherry Bowl, or California Bowl? The
NCAA should put their foot down and tidy up the Bowl picture
' soon, but of course they won't. As long as the big time pro - I mean
college, football and basketball schools can inake some money off
of this situation, it will continue to exist.
If you11 excuse me now, my Freedom ~owl tickets just arrived .
\

Mike Storey
Gregg Cornell, a re.sident
of Harrisville, Rl, and a junior at Bridgewater State
College. received A 11American Honors in cross
country for his eighth place
finish at the NCAA Division
III finals at Fredonia State
College in Fredonia, NY last
Saturday ( 11/22/ 86).
Gregg finished the five
mile course with a time of
(27:47), and was one of two
New England runners to
receive the All-American
Honors.
"The NCAA's had a good
field, but there were tough
conditions," said coach Ed
Delgado. uoregg was. in
third at the three mile mark,
but the ice, snow, and mud
took it9s toll on him. However I was very pleased with
his running. He is the first
male at BSC to win AllAmerican Honqrs in either
track & field or cross
country."
Tom Ke~ting, a Fall River
resident, and a cross country
runner for Bridgewater, also
competed in the NCAA Div·
ision III finals and placed
. l 02nd among the nations
runners with . a time of

(29: 13).
"Tom had a solid year,"
said coach Delgado. "He
runs hard aild works hard,
and it paid off for him. I was
really happy with the success
he has had this season.·~

·--.._.....·. -
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==========~Announcements~================

Classifi .d

CLASS OF '88--Hayrlde: Nov.
16, 7:30 pm Sunday. Cost
$5.00 for 1Yz hours of hayride
fun! Limited space-tickets
sold Nov. 3-7 in front of S.U.
bookstore 10 am-1 pm.

560.PER HUNDRED PAID for
remailing letter$ from home!
Send self addressed, stamped
envelope for information/application. . Associates, Box 95-B
Roselle, NJ 07203

Holiday Balloons: May be
purchased Dec. 1-5 and will
be sold and delivered Dec. 10
Wednesday evening. Sold in
front of S.U. bookstore Dec.
1-5 from 10 am-1 pm. You
may write a message which
will be attached to the balloon{s) of your choice (red,
white, or green)! Get caught
in the spirit!!

CAR FOR SALE-1970 CHEVY
MALIBU.excellent for inexpensive. depenable transpm:tation
or customizing - 2 door coupelight blue-8 cylinders-l I0,000
original miles-new exhaust and
brake systems-power steeringinterior in excellent conditionjust inspected-runs well-$1500 or
best offer. Call 947-3385 after 6
Pm.

Valentlne's Weekend Ski Trip:
For $150.00, BSC students
get involved and take a
break!! This trip begins Feb.
13 and ends Feb. i5 so you
can relax Sunday night and
all day Monday (it's a long
weekend). Class of '88 officers will begin selling pack-·
ages Nov. 17 up until Dec. 10.
This package includes round
trip transportation, lift tickets,
(2 days), for Loon Mountain,
Lodging B:t the Indian Head
Resort (Lincoln, NH, 3 miles
from Loon) with 4 per room
occupancy. Evening programs include ice skating,
tobagganing, movies, game
room, Bingo, and swimming.
It also includes 3 meals and
private baths, color TV, coffee
shop, lounge area, scenic
dining room, indoor pool,
sauna & whirl pool. A $50

TYPING, EDITING & WRITING· Expert assistance with
term papers, resumes. cover letters, and grant proposals.
Volume discounts available. Tel.
583-5124

DAY CARE
In my Plympton home. All
ages-meals, snacks. Pat

585-3289.

..

amount of space, so plan
early and GET INVOLVED.
It's going to be tons of FUN!!
(Optional: rentals: Downhill
skis, boots, poles-$12.50 per
day, ski lessons: 2 hrs. $10 per
person, Two per room: add
$17 per night per person,
three per room: add $8 per
night per person, non-skiers:
$14 off per day, .Loon Gondola: $1 o extra per person per
day) For further info contact
Patti 697-5462, Linda 6975210.

JANUARY VACANCY
--Off-campus. One female 1
double room, of student
apartment. Walking distance-also on college busline. Call
697-7735.

EARN EASY EXTRA$$
Helping with student's lifestyle survey. Call Judi Neely
(collect) at 818-763-7747 (8
am-5 pm, West C.oast time).

-- ·~--

~'!".c

WANTED:
Student Spring Break Representatives for Collegiate Tour
and Travel. Earn complimentary trips and cash. For more
information call 612-7809324, or write 9434 Naples
N.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota
55434, Attn. Eric.

-For an your typing

needs-~

Term papers, resumes, etc.
Call Linda at 644-5508.

-·....

HELP!-•11 Progress of
8 vols., sold in.Lib. Booksale2
wksagofwould like to buy.#7
from present owner to complete my set. $ worth your
whi le--295;,.8459 ·eves.

1

THE BOSS IS IN! Take a
chance on his latest: Bruce
Springsteen and the E Street
Band--Live 1975-85 (3
cassettes). Tickets available
in the Alumni Relations
Office. 50¢ each or 3 for $1.00.
Drawing Friday, Dec. 5th.
Proceeds to benefit Bridgewater Annual Fund.

BRIDGEWATER WRESTLING TEAM PROGRAM-. The Bridgewater State
Wrestling team practices
everyday in the· small gym.
Times are: Mon. Weds. Fri. 36 and Tues. Thurs. 4-5:30.
ALL NEW COMERS WELCOMEI For more info. contact Tom Oevi n ~97-5024
(after 6 pm). Bridgewater
State Wrestling has the
moves!

VECTOR OFFERS SEMES- OFF CAMPUS 8 I 8 LE
TER BREAK OPPORTUN. STUDY--A bible study and
lTIEmost students, the prayer meeting, specifically
upcoming semester break for and with the students of
represents a well deserved Bridgewate State College,
vacation from classes, books was begun this Tuesday,
and studies. After several November 18th. These meetmonths of hard work and ings are led by a local pastor,
effort, having a few weeks of Dean Nowotny of the Assemrest and relaxation just to take blies of God church here in
it easy sure sounds good.
town, but the direction and
Joe Grushkin, a local div- spirit of these meetings is
ision manager for the Vector non-denominational. The
Marketing Corporation sug- goal is to bring together evangests a different use for this gelical Christians for a weekly
time however, when he asks, time
united prayer, Bible
"Why waste your semester study and fellowship.
break?" Vector is a fast growThese meetings are held at
ing marketing firm with sev- 31 Cedar St., directly behind
enty offices located th rough- Boyden Hall. A sign clearly
out the United States.
marks the house: Except for
Vector offers a unique pro- school holidays and vacagram for students who may . tions these meetings will be
be interested in more than held every Tuesday from 11 to
soap operas and sitcoms until 12 noon.
classes resume. As part of
Those desiring additional
their special student program information can contact Passtudents can earn some extra tor Nowotny at 697-6625 or
money over semester break. 947-9425.
The program offers flexible
full-time scheduling during
break, and students can
remain part-time when LOST: A red Bridgewater volclasses resume, if they wish. leyball sweatshirt having
The company provides a white lettering, was lost in the
complete professional train- Grove St. Bldg. It has great
11,g seminar which is held sentimental value. $10
between Christmas and New reward. Call Nancy at 823Year's Day, so no experience 1108.
is required. All majors may
apply. Also there is no door to
door or phone soliciting WALKING SECURITY-involved and Vector offers a Student employees needed.
guaranteed pay program Weekday nights and weekend
9ig ~t positions available.

Next week,
look for

of

this winter semester break
<)pportunity, students are
encouraged to call the personnel department of Vector
at 449-4362 between the
hours of 2:00 and 6:00 pm.

week. Salary: $3. 75 an hour
Thursday,
$4.50 an hour Friday.and Saturday. Contact: Scott Gillis,
Walking Security Supervisor
at 697-9638 or Bill Drapeau at
the Office of Student Services
ext. 1277,
~unday through

REGULATIONS

FOR USE
OF BULLETIN BOARDS: Dr.
Owen T.P. McGowan, Librarian, has issued the following
regulations governing student use of bulletin boards in
the Clement C. Maxwell

T
H

ADVANCED POETRY WRITING WORKSHOP, SPRING
1987--EN 230 Creative Writing: Advanced Poetry Writing
Workshop--TX.;.-S:00;..9:15·
_ _
8
~5. taught by Professor Ann
duCille. A workshop in the
writing of poetry, designed
for students who have done a
fair amount of writing on their
own Qr in other classes. or
wor k sho
· ps. Memb ers o f th e
class will be expected to write
at least one poem a week and
to share their work during
weekly critiques. To aid the
muses, both writing and reading assi.gnments will be given
periodically. Enrollment is

Library:
--Notices must be related to
college activities.
--Notices must be stamped by
the library secretary before
posting; otherwise they will
be removed from the bulletin
boards. It is requested that
standard· grammar and spell·ing norms be observed. ··
-·-Those posting notices are
responsible for removing
them when they are outdated.
--Notices should be on posterboard and should be no
larger !han 15" x 18,, nor limited to 15; consent of the
smaller than 5 ,, x 7 ...
instructor is required: Stu'--Notices of activities which, dents wishing to enroll in the
workst'lop must leave writing
will continu~ throughout the samples ( 4 _6 poems, typed)
year should ne~erthele~s be. with either secretary in Room
changed from t1'!1e to t1m_e-- 338 Tillinghast Hall.
or they run the risk of being
'
overlooked.
--No more than three notices
of the same activity .may be
placed at the same time on
library bulletin boen
--Ttie library reserves the
right to remove any notices
conside.red inappropriate.
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